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Artificial Intelligence Is Revolutionizing Controlled Substance Diversion Detection

AI is able to quickly analyze, identify, and route data for investigation.
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In community and institutional health care sectors, artificial intelligence (AI) use is expanding. AI is being tapped broadly in operations, customer service, and scheduling, with major pharmacy chains such as Kroger, CVS, and Walgreens, already starting to implement AI applications in their pharmacies. So far, Kroger has begun to use AI for employee onboarding and training processes, CVS is applying AI in negotiations with suppliers, and Walgreens is using it to streamline vaccine scheduling.

With these advances in major pharmacy chains, the next extensive application for AI has become clearer: diversion monitoring. Diversion occurs in health care settings when a drug is redirected from its lawfully prescribed purpose to illicit use, regardless of criminal intent (eg, sharing medication with family or friends). This dangerous practice challenges prescribers, health systems, and patients because of stock-outs, inaccurate records, potential contamination, and increased scrutiny. Further, employees who divert medications often conceal their actions from coworkers, family, and friends, which can make these occurrences extremely difficult to detect.

Diversion detection traditionally relies on usage reports from dispensing systems, automated cabinets, and retrospective random administration audits, which often need to be more accurate to quickly identify cases. Hospitals also often try to prevent diversion by implementing strict chain-of-custody policies requiring multiple witnesses for checkout, wasting, and administration. However, there is a growing need for more effective methods to detect and deter diversion; this is where AI can play a role. AI is uniquely able to quickly analyze, identify, and route these data for further investigation.

To date, the opioid epidemic has significantly blurred efforts to curb drug diversion, whereas additional rising product costs, physician prescribing patterns, complex supply chains, and clinical workflows have exacerbated this challenge. Empowering health care providers to prevent incidents proactively in an automated fashion is crucial to address these issues, and AI can and will play a significant role. Randomized audits, which most health care organizations rely on, focus on only a small subset of transactions. Alternatively, manual retrospective checks involve hundreds of pages of reports and time-consuming cross-referencing with an electronic medical record (EMR). Often, the manual retrospective approach leads to the discovery of incidents long after the occurrence, resulting in significant monetary losses and regulatory liability. Massachusetts General Hospital, for instance, was fined $2.3 million after it was found that 20,000 medication inventory records were missing or incomplete and 16,000 oxycodone pills had been stolen.

Through the use of AI, unsupervised learning allows for the analysis of structure and relationships between input features. Using this approach rather than predicting an output, AI improves the detection of emergent diseases, unknown effects of medication, and previously unknown drug diversion patterns. AI can also analyze data and identify suspicious trends by connecting with pharmacy automation, pharmacy information systems, and EMRs. AI is capable of processing substantial amounts of data quickly, including pain scales, notes, and reports, which support the
detection of potential patterns within days or weeks rather than months or years. AI can also alert health care providers if a nurse dispenses 2 oxycodone tablets but administers only 1 to the patient, as recorded in the EMR. If a nurse is discarding medication at a rate 3 times higher than colleagues per month, this can be flagged and the situation can be quickly and accurately investigated. Without AI, the drug diversion occurrence might not be identified and the evidence base may be less substantial during the investigation; with AI, the process by which outlier employees are identified is accelerated.

Notably, a statement from the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) expressed caution in using AI, explaining that a pharmacist should validate any clinical AI platform in health systems connected to medication use or monitoring before implementation. Additionally, ASHP recommends establishing ongoing contextual accuracy and interpretability evaluations from a pharmacist. When new methods and approaches are used, establishing the best practices for clinical validation and bias reduction remains crucial for optimization. Before using AI-enabled technology, pharmacists should create and uphold clinical validation criteria for AI at local and national levels, describing types of proof needed for safety and efficacy.11

There are few advanced vendors in controlled substance AI at this point. The KLAS Drug Diversion Monitoring 2022 report noted that 1 AI developer, Protenus, is progressing quickly in the health care diversion compliance analytics surveillance space.10 Pharmacists will likely see more from other vendors soon, with systems that can provide metrics and data visualizations and produce written, simple-to-understand descriptions to assist users in interpreting why specific metrics appear suspicious.10 For example, if a user were to take an extended period to transition from dispensing to administering a product compared with peers, it would still be considered adequate if the time were within acceptable parameters. However, the tool’s machine learning feature may detect a provider with a different usage pattern. AI then provides users simple statistics, such as standard deviations and mean and median values in their peer group, enabling real-time identification of policy violations and topics of particular concern regarding diversion and data quality issues.11

AI utilization is growing throughout retail and health care. Applications include inventory management, customer service, prescription verification, shelf monitoring, fraud detection, personalized marketing, and predictive analytics. AI capabilities continue to increase as faster, cheaper computer processing power is developed. AI is an emerging, superior method for detecting diversion compared with manual reviews, and its exceptional efficiency, quick execution, and streamlined workflow make it an unparalleled tool for improving drug handling. ■
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